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1. As we already mentio

ned several times 

/1/ interes

ting prospects are opened up 

with the use of large cyclic 

proton accelerators as stora

ges of big amount of energy 

in the form well suitable for 

its transformation into elec

tromagnetic excitation energy 

of linear accelerating struc

ture. The energy stored in 

proton beams in accelerators 

SPS and Main Ring achieved 

now of 3 MJ and much higher 

energies and intensities are 

planned to achieve. One can 

only talk of proton (not elec

tron) cyclic accelerators sin

ce only here RF power is trans

mitted to the beam and not used 

for compensation of synchrotron 

radiation losses. Note, when 

uoLng superconduc ting magnet 

and HF systems the transforma

tion factor for mains power in

to proton beam power can be 

comparatively high. 

The stored energy of 

3 MJ is enough for excitati

on of accelerating structure 

with a wave length, for 

example, 5 em with accelera

tion rate 100 MeV/m of 50 km 

long which enables one to 

accelerate the various char
+ + +ged particles (?-, e-, ~ - , 

:Jit) up to an energy of 5 TEN. 

I'd like to emphasize that 

the particle energy of a ba

sic accelera.tor can be much 

lower in this case. As much 

as half of the energy stored 

in the basic accelerator beam 

can be, in principle, trans

mitted to the accelerated 

particles. However, the ener

gy of accelerated particles 

will be, in this limiting ca

se, much lower than that 

achievable in the scheme. 

RF pumping power can attain 



(even with no longitudinal 

compression of the exciting 

proton beam) 100,GW in today's 

accelerators; longitud.inal 

compression makes it possible 

to increase additionally this 

value. 

2. Let us now consider 

the question how to make the 

proton beam with a large sto

red energy to be capable to 

transmit this energy to a li

near accelerating structure, 

i.e. to the correctly chosen 

di aphragmed wave gui de. 

First of alIt the proton 

beam, homogeneous in time, 

should be transformed into a 

density-modulated one with 

the wavelength required (of 

the order of 1 em). It is desi

rable that the current amplitu

de of the needed harmonic I ~ 

be close to its maximum, i.e. 

I A = 2I where I is a averao o 

go proton current prior to mo

0.\.11 ation. Such a modulation can 

be ~erformed in two stages. 

First, the homogeneous beam 

is modulated over its ener

gy during its passage thro

ugh the accelerating struc

ture. This structure is ex

cited at a wavelength requi

red and provides the 1")roton 

beam energy modulation sub

stantially exceeding the 

energy spread of the primary 

proton beam (in SPS this 

spread is less than 50 MeV). 

In order to improve the fur

ther bunching t modulation on 

higher harmonicsis useful to 

add. It seems most reasonab-

Ie to carry out a subsequent 

transformation of energy mo

dulation to density rnodulati

on for ultrarelativistic par

ticles, which are high ener

gy protons, with a bending 

modulator. Wi th a correct 

choice of the bending radius 

and modulator focusing struc

ture, the path length will 

depend on proton energy (in 

"normal" case the path length 
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increases with energy and, 

hence, the lower energy pro

tons leave behind the higher 

energy protons during the turn). 

If the rotation is interrupted. 

at the moment when the proton 

of all energies are arranged 

on the same azimuth (note that 

this occurs wi thin one wave

length and with an accuracy of 

up to the energy spread of the 

beam and an approaching degree 

of the effective energy modula

tion to the skew one), the out

going (from the modulator) beam 

will contain as much as possib
needed 

Ie current harmonic'\ After this 

procedure the proton beam is 

directed to the corresponding 

linear accelerating structure 

with the needed magnetic c;uad

rupolo focusing to keep protons 

within the holes of the wave 

guide diaphragms. No further 

relative longitudinal shifts of 

ultrarelativistic particles oc

cur when the latter are moving 

along the straight line. 

Either a special magne

tic track through which the 

emitted proton beam passes 

after energy modulation or 

the ring of a basic proton 

accelerator may be used. as a 

bending modulator. In the se

cond case, a linear accele

rator (its energy of the or

der of 100 MeV) can be loca

ted in one of the straight 

sections of the basic cyclic 

accelerator, outside the ope

rating aperture. As soon as 

the acceleration cycle is 

completed, the beam is 

"thrown" through this modula

ting linac, and the necessa

ry beem density modulation 

appears in the bending part 

during the further beam mo

tion. 

3. Let such a density

-modulated beam of ul trarela

tivistic particles pass 

through the linear accelera

ting structure with wave

length A which corresponds 
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to the first harmonic of modu- In the above formula
shunt 

R is a 

lation. In this structure, a unit lengthVIipedance of the 

high-frequency field will be structure, I A is the proton 

exci ted, which decelerates the current in ampers; an addi ti

protons transmitting their onal electron load because of 

energy to the electromagnetic cold emission under the acti

field. At first, the amplitu on of highly excited electric 

de of this field Eo will inc- field is assumed to be still 

rease proportionally to the negligibly small. 

total proton charge eN flown A direct use of the pro-

through a given cross ton beam produced by the pre-

section: sent-day record accelerators 

[~] 
makes it possible to obtain 

an equilibrium field amplitu

This increase goes on up de of about 0.6 MY/cm in the 

to the proper damping time in structure with A = 1 cm 

the system red-. , which is (for about 20 ft1 sec rotation 
\ 31~

proportional to" ,and, time in such accelerators). 

for A = 1 em, equals to Already comparatively insig

20 nsec for a copper wave gui- nificant preb~~ching of the 

de. If the duration of flowing proton beam will allow one to 

the proton current is much generate, in the accelerating 

I srger than 1r:J.,. ~ then the structure, an effective field 

electric field amplitude is of up to 1,5 1W/cm, which is 

established proportional to maximum with respect to the 

the average proton current I electric strength of the sur

in the structure: face; the total time of exis

,- - R -3 I A [- tv! V] t ::::j1 ~ '\1\' em tence of this field will be 
o ~hem 
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proportionally less than that 

obtained without such a bun

ching. Passing any relativis

tic particles together with 

the exciting proton beam in 

accelerating phase (for a gi

ven of particle charge) one 

can accelerate them with a 

rate of 60-150 GeV/km, cor.res

pondingly. 

This method enables the 

particles to be accelerated up 

to an energy close to the peak 

energy of a basic accelerator. 

In this case, the highest in

tensity of accelerated beam 

will constitute about 10% of 

that of the basic accelerator 

(monochromaticity is of the 

order of one percent). 

If the initial beam is 

divided into several bunches 

long enough and each of them 

is transmitted (with correct 

initial beam, it is possible 

to make the accelerated partic

les pass, in sequence, through 

all these structures. Note 

that the energy of accelerated 

particles is proportionally 

increased as compared. to that 

of basic accelerator. The li

miting intensity of the accele

rated particle beam will, of 

course, be proportionally 10

were 

The necessary time redis

tribution of particular parts 

of the exciting beam - both 

the worked out and "freshn 

bunches have to reach simulta

neously each new section - may 

be performed according to vari

ous schemes. From the logical 

point of view, the simplest 

thing is to install, in the 

tunnel of the basic accelera

tor, the additional pulsed 

shift in time) t:r~ough the li- magnetic small-aperture tracks 

near accelerating structures at full energy, which have so

in series, each proviQtng al mewhat different revolution 

most full deceleration of the periods for particles with a 



given momentum, and then to 

let each b~~ch, which occupi

es the corresponding part of 

the accelerator circumferen

ce, in its track. When all 

b~~ches coincide with respect 

to the azimuthal position, it 

is necessary, after the short

-wave densi t;y mod.ulation of 

each bunch, to let them out 

illations show that in case of 

the optimal quadrupole focu

sing for the accelerated par

ticles with a momentum of a 

few GeV, the beams of modern 

proton accelerators will pass 

almost without losses even 

for centimeter-range wave gu

ides. 

The other problem asso

and to direct to the correspon- ciated with the passage, 

ding sections of linear acce

lerating structure. The same 

procedure may be performed by 

using long delays in channels, 

though addi tional t~~nels will 

be needed for this case. 

4. In order to confine 

the particles of the exciting 

and accelerated beams in the 

holes of the diaphragmed wave 

guide of accelerating structu

re, strong enough focusing is 

necessary; moreover, the sta.

bility of transverse oscilla

tions of particles with very 

different momenta should be 

simultaneously provided. Esti
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through the same structure, 

of ultrarelativistic partic

les with sharply different 

0' -factors and, hence, wi th 

a somewhat different velociti

es is to provide a correct 

relative phasing of these 

particles. To eliminate the 

consequences of gradual lag 

of the particles with lower 

velocity, it is necessary, af

ter each section of length 
1 /J..J.r. A '0 miNt.' to separate the 

exciting and accelerated be

ams and to delay one beam re

latively to the other appro
3 .

ximately by 4 A, due to the 



difference in the path lengths, basis of a proton klystron is 

to the following accelerating suggested in Ref. 

section input. Such a method /2/. If one col-

makes it possible to clean the lects the number N of protons, 

accelerated beam from the par- which are formally required 

ticles with different masses. to obtain the needed gradient 

5. As has already been in one short bunch of the sa-

mentioned, the rate of energy me length as diaphragm spa-

increase of the order of cing of an accelerating wave 

'100 MeV/m in linear accelera- guide, then a maximum decele

tors enables one to accelera- rating field of approximately 

te also unstable but compara- the same magnitude will be 

tively long-lived particles, achieved within the proton 

i.e. muons and charged pions. bunch: 

However, for charged kaons to -ti, N [c.MmVJErnt~ ~ fa rt.L 
\'VC/'Yl

be accelerated, the accelera
where is the diaphragmtion rate should be above 

spacing of the wave guide and300 MeV/m. Such gradients are 

the diameter of their holes.likely to cause the complete 

In terms of the eigenshunting of the structure by 

modes of a wave guide, onethe cold-emission electrons 

that aand, correspondingly, such a can say single bunch 

field cannot be generated by a excites simultaneously seve

gradual increase of the energy ral (azimuthally-symmetric) 

harmonics which amplitudes arestored in the wave guide. 

An interesting possibili- added within the length of the 

ty of obtaining the gradients exciting bunch. The electric 

of a necessary level on the field strength on the surface 



of the diaphragms achieves, 

though for a very short time, 

the same magnitude as that in 

the centre of the bunch. The

refore, a high shunting cur

rent is found to appear, but 

there is no time for this 

current to influence signifi

cantly the magnitude of dece

lerating field inside the 

bunch. One should take care 

only for that the residual 

electromagnetic field excited 

by the bunch should. not relea

se its energy on the diaphragn 

surfaces. To do this, the dia

phragms may be open from the 

outer side, and a strongly ab

sorbing material, instead of 

the outer coaxial of a wave 
enough 

guide, is placed at a large Y 

distance from the diaphragms. 

The method described abo

ve allows one to accelerate 

bunch). To attain the rate of 

acceleration of the order of 

300 MeV/m, that is a necessa

ry minimum for .acceleration 

of negative kaons, one needs 

to form the half-centimeter 

bunches of ultrarelativistic 

protons, 10 12 protons per 

bunch. In big proton accelera

tors mentioned, such a number 

of protons occupies 3.10-3 of 

the accelerator circumference 

(with the bunching factor ta

ken into account), that equals 

approximately 20 meters. When 

obtaining the needed bunch 

with the help of purely longi

tUdinal compression, an ener

gy spread available in the ac

celerator should increase at 

least to 200 GeV (from 50MeV) 

(almost 50% of the full pro

ton energy). Such a procedure 

is likely to be almost unrea

much shorter bLillches of opposi- lizable from the technical 

te Bign inside the bunch of ex- point of view. 

citing particles (i.e. negati- Feasibility of the me

ve particles inside the proton thod can be simplified, if 
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one can use the smallness of 

the transverse emittance of a 

proton beam, and can increase 

the linear density of the 

berun by adding, in the trans

verse direction, particular 

parts of the proton beam which 

is initially elongated along 

the whole circumference of the 

basic accelerator. This may be 

performed, for example, by ex

traction of the beam part 

from the accelerator with its 

subsequent re-injection with 

leration of stable charged 

particles (if from the very 

beginning their velocity is 

close to the velocity of 

light) presents no difficulti

es irrespective of a particle 

kind. Of interest are also an 

increase of proton energy 

(with injection of a portion 

of primary protons in the ac

celerating phase of RF volta

ge), elBctron and positron ac

celeration without any limita

tions connected to a catastro

necessary delay, using additi- phic growth of synchrotron ra

anal tracks (see sec tion 3). eli ation charac teri stic for cy

A multiple compression of such clic accelerators (during li

a kind will be somewhat less near acceleration the losses 

expensive, if the facility al- which are due to noncoherent 

ready h~s two rings at full radiation are negligibly smal~ 

energy (Main Ring-Doubler, Of special interest is the ac-

ISABELLE, mTIO 0 celeration of polarized parti-

b. Let us now consider in cles of all kinds since during 

more detail the potentialities linear acceleration the depo

of the acceleration version larizing effects can be made 

described. very small. 

If the conditions mentio- Accelerators based on 

ned above are satisfied, acce- the proton klystrons can be 
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most interesting for accelera

tion of unstable particles. 

The required acceleration ra

te *10 from Ei... to Ef wi th 

a decrease in the number of 

particles in the accelerated 

bearn, caused by decay, from 

Ni... to Nt is given by a for

mula 

dEl -;::: me . l!.n. (£/IE.t.J 
dS 0 reo .en (Ni- / Wf) 

where m, rl" - are the mass 

and lifetime of particles in 

the rest frame. 
yne

The value ---- isrto 

1.6 keV/cm for muons and 

0.18 MeV/cm for pions. Hence, 

a linear accelerator with an 

energy increase rate of about 

1 MeV/cm provides the accele

ration both for muons and pi

ons, with small intensity 108

ses, IIp to the ultimate ener

gins. 

As has already been said, 

prior to acceleration the mu

on beam is reasonable to cool 

by i.onization cooling, and 

then, before injection into a 

linear accelerator, the muons 

should be bunched, with a ben

ding modulator, wi thin the 

phases close to the maxima of 

accelerating voltage. The 

bunching of pion beams being 

inj ected into a superlinac is 

desirable to perform by bun

ching the high-quality prima

ry proton beam used for pion 

generation. 

Kaon acc eleration in the 

method under discussion can 

only be carried out with the 

help of the method described 

in section 5. 

1. The use of superlinacs 

with proton klystrons enables 

one, in principle, to perform 

most of colliding beam expe

riments described in section 

IV on the basis of the exis

ting high-energy proton acce

lerators and those being con

structed and designed. 

For produc tion of .J{Jj- 

-colliding beams, the pions, 
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after their acceleration in a 

superlinac, should be injec

ted into a magnetic track with 

the highest (to increase the 

number of collisions for the 

lifetime) value of a magnetic 

field. In this case, the ulti 

mate average luminosity 

will be equal to 

T:r ~i N:J(. p~ P e H(orl == 0 eJ 'r- em c,/J..; j.srrn:J[C ' 
~ 'l,.,t ']r :Jf j 

where S is the efficiency ?f 

the proton-pion conversion, Np 

is the number of protons produ

ced by a basic accelerator per 

second, Nj( is the number of 

pions in one superbunch, itelf 

is the effectibe length of the 

optimized conversion target, 

is the length of the su

perbunch in the magnetic track 

and, simultaneously, the value 

of beta-function at the colli 

. . t )0 . th .810n pOln, :Jr 1 S e plon mo

mentum after conversion, P is 

the momentum of accelerated pi

ons, H is the value of magne

tic field in the track in which 

the collisions occur; rc:T 

is the pion rest frame life

time. 

If one takes that
 
•


Np = 10 13 pis, NJr = 10'11 

) = 10- 1, ~ = 5 GeV/c, 

p = 500 GeV/c, rt = 100 kG, 

{t 
(2f} 

= 1 em, tT = 1 M, then 

one obtains the ultimate lu

minosity 
:1"Jr $.. q. -,L-{L -.:= 6'(0 S ,em 
~ 

that is, in principle, suffi 

cient for experiments on the 

study of fund.amental proper

ties of the pion-pion strong 

interaction. 

With the use of the 

same system for the pion-pro

ton experiments with substitl~ 

tion of positive pions for 

protons, the ultimate average 

1 uminosi ty is 

l?P=~. 11: 
~ NJl 

With the number of particles 
• ..I i.1n one proton blillch I~p =10 

and with the same remaining 

parameters, this gives 

12 



,91p J.;S -~-i
L ~.3 '/0 ern- S
 
2 

If one uses the system The superlinacs, which 

under consideration for the are excited by proton klyst

muon-muon experiments with rons, can be used also in the 

colliding beams in which the linear electron-positron col-

muon beams are cooled by ioni- liding beams experiments. 

zation (under the condition With the use of the approach 

that in collision the normali- and the estimates of VLEPP 

zed muon emittance is conser- project the ultimate e+e- lu

ved to be equal to their emlt- minosi ty, for the "standard" 

tance directly after the ulti- productivity of a proton acce

mate ionization cooling), 1h.en lerator tVf' = '10 13 pI s, will 

the ultimate average luminosi- be equal to 
e+e- O.3i -JJ - f. 

ty will be equal to [ :r: 3 .i em S 
:E. 

Even such a luminosity is oflr- rNp, ~fL .~H tLJ-1 
::E. t e if" ~ me C c!'JJm" e , interest, in addition, the 

where .ec is the' ionization- proton synchrotron, efficiency 

-cooling target length, which will further grow. 

is equal to the value of the 

cooler beta-function in the 

target region, me is an elec

tron mass. Assuming that ec = 
::;: -I em and ./!" = 5 em (the 

remaining parameters are the 

same), one obtains the follo

wing estimate of the ultimate 

lurninosi ty 
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DISCUSSION 

Richter. You have not altered the conclusion of Voss' talk very much. 
Your power source is a f billion dollar proton accelerator, and one must 
look seriously at the economics. Also, using existing tunnels etc., has 
caused trouble in the past. A further difficulty is that a machine 
pulsing every 10 sees as the SPS does will give trouble with transverse 
wake fields and space charge effects. I think it will be extremely 
difficult to get 1031 • 

Skrinsky. Your comment is not completely correct. Only a fraction (say 
1/10) of the initial particles take part, giving 10 cycles of linear 
collider operation to 1 cycle of proton acceleration. Certainly wake 
fields are a problem, but this could be overcome with care. MY advice 
is to consider this direction, which maybe could be interesting. 
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